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Abstract. Given the ever increasing importance of the World Wide
Web as a source of information, adequate Web archiving for enabling
Web observation by researchers has become necessity. In this paper we
present the ARCOMEM architecture that uses semantic information
such as entities, topics, and events complemented with information from
the social Web to guide a novel Web crawler. The resulting archives are
automatically enriched with semantic meta-information to ease the access
and allow retrieval based on conditions that involve high-level concepts.
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Introduction

Given the ever increasing importance of the World Wide Web as a source of
information, adequate Web archiving for enabling Web observation by researchers
has become necessity. Due to the sheer volume of content, taking arbitrary
snapshots is not an appropriate solution. Instead it is necessary to build focused
archives with valuable content in an efficient way.
A pivotal factor for enabling next-generation Web archives is crawling.
Crawlers are complex programs that nevertheless implement a simple process:
follow links and retrieve Web pages. In the ARCOMEM approach, however,
crawling is much more complex, as it is enriched with functionality dealing
with novel requirements. Instead of following a “collect-all” strategy, archival
organizations are trying to build community memories that reflect the diversity
of information people are interested in. Community memories largely revolve
around events and the entities related to them such as persons, organizations,
and locations. Archives can also be built based on content types, types of Web
applications, or content creation times. Social Web content allows in addition
to select content based on age or gender of persons (in case the information is
provided). The latter ones are important for example for studies in social sciences.
The crawler architecture we describe here is the basis for current implementation
activities in the ARCOMEM project.
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Approach & Architecture

The goal for the development of the ARCOMEM crawler architecture is to
implement a socially aware and semantic-driven preservation model. This requires
thorough analysis of the crawled Web content. Since a thorough analysis of all
Web content is time-consuming, the traditional way of Web crawling and archiving
is no longer working. Therefore the ARCOMEM crawl principle is to start with
a semantically enhanced crawl specification that extends traditional URL-based
seed lists with semantic information about entities, topics, or events. It also allows
to focus the crawl by other properties like content type, Social Web user properties,
etc. This crawl specification is complemented by a small reference crawl to learn
more about the crawl topic and intention of the archivist. The combination of
the original crawl specification with the extracted information from the reference
crawl is called the intelligent crawl specification. This specification, together with
relatively simple semantic and social signals, is used to guide a broad crawl that
is followed by a thorough analysis of the crawled content. Based on this analysis
a semi-automatic selection of the content for the final archive is carried out.
The translation of these steps into the ARCOMEM system architecture
foresees the following three processing levels:
Crawling Level: At this level, the system decides and fetches the relevant Web
objects as those initially defined by the archivists, and later refined by both the
archivists and the online processing modules. The crawling level includes, besides
the traditional crawler and its decision modules, some important data cleaning,
annotation, and extraction steps.
Online Processing Level: The online processing is tightly connected with the
crawling level. At this level a number of semantic and social signals such as
information about persons, locations, or social structure taken from the intelligent
crawl specification are used to prioritize the crawler processing queue. Due to
the near-real-time requirements, only time-efficient analysis can be performed,
while complex analysis tasks are moved to the offline phase.
Offline Processing Level: At this level, most of the basic processing over the data
takes place. The offline, fully-featured, versions of the entity, topics, opinions, and
events analysis (ETOE analysis) and the analysis of the social contents operate
over the cleansed data from the crawl that are stored in the ARCOMEM database.
These processing tools perform linguistic, machine learning, and other information
extraction methods in order to provide a rich set of metadata annotations that
are interlinked with the original data. The respective annotations are stored
back in the ARCOMEM database and are available for further processing and
information mining. After all the relevant processing has taken place, the Web
pages to be archived and preserved are selected in a semi-automatic way.
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Analysis for Crawl Guidance and Archive Building

Content Analysis. The aim of this module is the extraction and detection of
informational elements called ETOEs (Entities, Topics, Opinions, and Events)

from Web pages (see Section 2). The ETOE extraction takes place in the offline
phase and processes a collection of Web pages. The results of the offline ETOE
extractions are used to (1) get a better understanding of the crawl specification
and (2) populate the ARCOMEM database with structured data about ETOEs
and their occurrences in Web objects. In the online phase, single documents will
be analyzed to determine their relevance to the crawl specification.
Social Web Analysis. The aim of the Social Web analysis is to leverage the Social
Web to contextualize content and information to be preserved, and to support the
crawler guidance. In social networks users are discussing and reflecting about all
kinds of topics, events, and persons. By doing so, they regularly post links to other
relevant Web pages or Social Web content. As these links are recommendations of
individuals in the context of their social online activities they are highly relevant
for preservation. However, since users are unknown and anonymous it is necessary
to derive their reputation and trustworthiness in the social community during
the Social Web analysis.
Crawler Guidance. In ARCOMEM we replaced the traditional crawl definition
by an intelligent crawl definition as presented in Section 2. The classical page
fetching module is replaced by some more elaborate resource fetching component
able to retrieve resources that are not just accessible by a simple HTTP GET
request (but by a succession of such requests, or by a POST request, or by the
use of an API), or individual Web objects inside a Web page (e.g., blog posts,
individual comments, etc.).
After a resource (for instance a Web page) is fetched, an application-aware
helper module is used in place of the usual link extraction function, to identify
the Web application currently being crawled, decide on and categorize crawling
actions (e.g., URL fetching, using an API) that can be performed on this particular
Web application, and the kind of Web objects that can be extracted.
Crawling actions thus obtained are sent for further analysis and ranking to
modules of the online phase. They are then filtered and prioritized by a resource
selection & prioritization module using both intelligent crawling definition and
feedback from online analysis modules to prioritize the crawl. Semantic analysis
can thus make an impact on crawl guidance: for example, if a topic relevant
to the intelligent crawl specification is found in the anchor text of a link to an
external Web site, this link may be prioritized over others on the same page.
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Conclusions & Future Work

In this paper we presented the approach we follow to develop a social and
semantic aware Web crawler for creating Web archives as community memories
that revolve around events and the entities related to them. The need to make
decisions during the crawl process with only a limited amount of information
raises a number of issues. The division into different processing phases allows us
to separate the initial complex extraction of events and entities from their faster
but more shallow detection at crawl time. Furthermore, it allows in the offline
phase to learn more about particular events and topics the archivist is interested
in and to get more insights about trustful content on the Social Web.

